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THE ART OF FUGUE
Matthew Larkin organ

Works by J. S. Bach (1685–1750)

Prelude and Fugue in B minor, BWV 544

Die Kunst der Fuge (The Art of Fugue), BWV 1080

SIMPLE FUGUES

1. (in four voices)
2. (in four voices)
3. (in four voices, subject inverted)
4. (in four voices, subject inverted)

STRETTO FUGUES

5. (subject upright and inverted)
6. (“in stile francese” – overture style)
7. (subject upright, inverted, in diminution and augmentation)
8. (triple fugue in three voices)
9. (double fugue in four voices)
10. (double stretto fugue)
11. (triple fugue in four voices, based on themes and fragments from 

the previous fugues)

CANONS (IN TWO VOICES)

12. (at the octave)
13. (at the tenth)
14. (at the twelfth)
15. (in augmentation and contrary motion)

MIRROR FUGUES

16. (in four voices)

17. (literal inversion of fugue 16)

18. (unfinished quadruple fugue)

Choral Prelude Vor deinen Thron tret’ ich hiermet, BWV 668

Next DOMS concert: Wednesday, April 7
Details for the DOMS spring season, April 7 to June 30, will be announced soon.



Matthew Larkin has long been one of Canada’s
sought-after and influential liturgical musicians.
For more than thirty years, he has contributed
meaningfully  to  the  music  of  the  Canadian
church,  and  concert  halls,  chamber  presenta-
tions,  through choral  music,  and  on  recording
platforms. He is a Fellow of the Royal Canadian
College of Organists and a winner of both the
Healey Willan and Heather Spry Prizes, and an
avid recitalist, accompanist, composer, arranger,
and choral conductor. His recital work has taken him from Canada to the UK,
Europe, and China, and he has appeared alongside several of Canada’s ma-
jor orchestras, including that of the National Arts Centre, and the Toronto
Symphony. Following nearly fifteen years as Director of Music at Ottawa’s
Christ Church Cathedral, he founded Caelis Academy Ensemble, a commu-
nity choir that focuses on young singers, promoting excellence in education
and performance. His latest recording, Matthew Larkin plays Casavant Opus
550 at St. Paul’s Church, Toronto, is being released on ATMA Classique in
May. Matthew is represented by Domoney Artists, and recently joined the
Southminster community as Artist-in-Residence. He is pleased to once again
be participating in the exciting Doors Open for Music series.

Today’s concert features one of Bach’s last and most influential works,  Die
Kunst der Fuge. The collection is made of eighteen individual pieces based
on a single melodic theme (subject) in that most noble and inspiring con-
struction of musical counterpoint, the fugue. Bach did not score these for
any particular instrument,  but wrote the voices themselves on individual
lines of the staff, so as to show their true individuality. Many scholars have

transcribed the fugues so they can be played on keyboard instruments, and
I perform them according to an arrangement (which I have slightly adapted)
by the eminent twentieth-century German recitalist Helmut Walcha. Fram-
ing these great pieces are two complementary works from opposite ends of
Bach’s “mature” period. First is the Prelude and Fugue in B minor (1727): a
prelude inspired by French overture style is paired with a triple-fugue that
matches, harmonically, the fugues of today’s feature. Closing the program is
the Choral Prelude on Vor deinen Thron tret’ ich hiermet (“Before thy throne
I now appear”) (1750), generally thought to be Bach’s final composition.
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